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Invest in Yourself
Money, Time and Knowledge

There are four things to be done with money; you 
can save it, spend it, invest it and give it. You can 
also do the same with knowledge and time. As we 
continue forward, you will discover that each of  
the three are one and the same, and can be used 
interchangeably. Money, time and knowledge can 
also be squandered, wasted, or misappropriated 
based on overindulgence, irresponsibly, or with-
out proper consideration for the future.

The waste of  money is equivalent to suspended 
animation where no apparent forward movement 
is made. Similar is US corporations and banks 
who waste trillions. They will demand more bail-
outs from the tax payers without forward prog-
ress or consideration and responsibility to others.  
The golden parachute (according to the US code) 
rewards CEOs and other executive officers by 
allowing them to keep millions of  dollars while 
their failed corporations crash and burn. The 
captain doesn’t go down with the ship but can 
glide to other ships, reeking havoc, continuing the 
process, lying in wait, demanding the government 
to give the more money, robbing the tax payers,  
squandering more trillions on frivolous pleasures 
and luxuries, just to jump out the window yet 
again, gliding to safety on a golden parachute. The 
parachute may fail in mid-flight due to extreme 
negligence and overuse.

With proper consideration and insight, you can 
literally determine the future using money, knowl-
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edge and time. Time exists only to a conscious mind and a 
conscious mind is required to earn money. The biological 
entity must consume enough nutrients in order to power the 
mind and brain in order to control the body to work for both 
knowledge and money. 

To some, knowledge must precede the money, to others the 
labor based on practice and observation will suffice, which 
is still knowledge, to get the money.  Others believe in taking 
the money through fraudulent practices, robbery or other 
criminal activities such as selling drugs, stealing, prostitution, 
where brute force and cunning are the only requirements. To 
those, their future is easily predictable; prison or death. The 
fool and the criminal have one thing in common, their lack 
of  consideration for the future

The criminal is incapable of  attaining wisdom due to their 
refusal to embrace basic virtues, such has patience and 
humility, both requiring long periods of  time without seeing 
results, similar to aging wine. You wont enjoy the benefits 
until several years down the line. But, the criminal wants it 
now. Instead of  working a modest job, saving $40 a day for 
ten years, and accumulating $104,000  the honest way, he will 
risk a ten-year prison bid over $100 worth of  drugs. He wants 
results today, right now and the police and other law enforce-
ment officers are waiting for them to fall into the trap. They 
want it the easy way, the evil way.  The criminal tries to block 
his conscience mind by using drugs in order to increase his 
chances of  committing the crime without thoughts of  doubt 
and remorse,. He believes the greater the risk, the greater the 
reward. This is why the criminal can never attain or obtain 
wisdom. It’s mainly due their lack of  thought and consider-
ation for the consequences of  their actions. 

We will only focus on legal and honorable means of  acquir-
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ing money and how to properly utilize time and knowledge 
to better determine your future. Money is to knowledge 
what wisdom is to wealth. The only difference is time and 
experience, growth and development, One day to one year 
to ten years to one hundred years.

If  you earn $100 a day, the average person works five days a 
week, a 5 to 7 ratio, 5 ÷ 7= .71 or 71%, you will spend 71% 
of  the week working, 71% x 365 = 260 days a years, $100 
x 260 days = $26,000  you would have earned in One year. 
But if  you saved $40 each of  those days, you will have har-
nessed $40 x 260 = $10,400 saved in one year, and $10,400 
x 10 = $104,000 saved in ten years simply by allowing a 
portion of  your money to grow, age or develop without 
hindrance.

Most people, without consideration of  time, knowledge and 
money and a plan for the future, will waste, squander and 
misappropriate the money, and in ten years they will have 
more debt than savings. Most will have no savings at all. 
It’s as though time never happened. The knowledge never 
became wisdom and the money never grew to wealth.

Remember Joseph the righteous son of  Jacob, one of  the 
children of  Israel, who interpreted Pharaoh’s dream. In the 
latter chapters of  the book of  Genesis, in the Holy Bible, 
Pharaoh had a dream where he saw seven fat cows fol-
lowed by seven lean cows. The seven lean cows devoured 
the seven fat cows and were still lean. None of  Pharaoh’s 
priests could interpret the dream so they sent for a man in 
prison who was known by one of  Pharaoh’s servants as a 
man who could interpret his dream. So they sent for Jo-
seph and brought him to Pharaoh to interpret his dream. 
Because Joseph was a righteous man, he prayed to God for 
the vision and was granted the Key to Pharaoh’s dream. The 
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seven fat cows and seven lean cows represented seven years 
of  abundance and seven years of  famine, time. In order to 
survive the seven years of  famine, you must save some of  the 
food during the seven years of  abundance. After hearing the 
interpretation, Pharaoh put Joseph in charge of  the economics 
and the saving of  the food and made him Governor of  Egypt 
due to his knowledge of  time and saving and prophesy

What to do with the money?

You need money to get knowledge and you need knowledge 
and life to get money. You can get knowledge on credit in 
the form of  student loans and the knowledge is saved or ac-
cumulated and developed for a period of  two or more years 
depending on the degree/s pursued. You then take this saved-
preserved knowledge and convert it into money working the 
proper job based on the skills acquired. Knowledge is wasted 
if  it isn’t used for the purpose intended as well as time and 
money. Time determines magnitude and quantity but not nec-
essarily quality. It’s only quality if  it’s grown, saved, developed 
and enhanced, evolved. 365 days preserved is greater than 365 
days wasted, squandered, misappropriated.

It’s really more a matter of  what you save and preserve than a 
matter of  what you earn. The man making $100k can end up 
broke at the end of  the year while the man making $10k might 
have $5k saved. In ten years the man saving $5k will have $50k 
while the man making $100k might have been laid off  or deep 
in debt, foreclosures, government seizures, etc. It’s not a mat-
ter of  what you earn but what you save for the future.

Prepare for the day of  want, the lean years, the Dark days. The 
ancient Persians believed in a duality of  God, Ahura Mazda 
and Angra Manyu. Angre Manya is like Satan or the negative 
principle that is bound to precede the good Ahura Mazda. So, 
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they prepared for war during times of  peace and peace in 
times of  war.

There’s two ways to make money according to economics, 
either by increasing sells or cutting cost. What people don’t 
realize is they are seen by their job as a business expense or 
operating cost. Most businesses, when they find themselves 
in an economic slowdown, in order to increase profits, will 
cut employee hours, wages or even lay them off. The same 
principle can be applied by the worker when considering 
their own finances and economic future. If  you want more 
money, instead of  looking for another job or working more 
hours, why not cut or reduce your spending. The less you 
spend, the more you have in the long run.

Pay off  your creditors, develop good spending habits, pay 
your bills on time and the rest can be saved. It is a good 
idea to clear up your credit, especially if  you want to finance 
a home of  your own. If  you follow the plan with little to no 
deviation, you should be able to buy a house with cash after 
a few years of  saving.

Paying off  your creditors. Most if  not all creditors are will-
ing to settle your debt. To find a list of  all the people calm-
ing you owe them money, visit the websites of  the three ma-
jor credit-reporting agencies: experian.com, equifax.com and 
transunion.com. You can request to have items removed, 
especially if  they are at least seven years old. Most creditors 
will have a phone number and address and the amount you 
allegedly owe. Some items can be fraudulent or false. You 
can offer to settle or agree to a payment arrangement. If  
you’re in default on a student loan, there are several federal 
student loan rehabilitation programs that can help you get 
out of  default and back on track. The IBR (income based 
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repayment) program is the most common, which requires at 
least $5 a month for nine consecutive months. Also, there’s 
a Pay As You Go program for private student loans. Take 
initiative and take care of  business.

I won’t discuss investing in stocks, bonds or real estate. If  
that’s your prerogative, you can learn about those subjects 
online. I’m only dealing with investing in yourself  and your 
future by using what you have to determine your destiny.

Think of  money as wine that you’re aging for several years. 
Don’t drink it, the longer you wait, the more its value in-
creases. Allow yourself  nine months to save and accumulate 
before you purchase anything outside of  bare necessities 
30 days x 9 months = 270 days x 71% = 192 days x $40 = 
$7680. If  you allow nine months before you begin to spend 
you will have nearly eight thousand to work with. The reason 
I chose nine months as an ideal time frame because it takes 
nine months of  growth before a person is allowed to experi-
ence this world at birth. 

After you’ve accumulated enough money through hard work 
and saving, you can start your own business or firm without 
having to take out a business loan, or pay off  your debt and 
buy a house. This can be all be accomplished by investing in 
yourself  and your future.

Henceforth is the beginning. It takes patience and discipline 
to save for long periods of  time, to be steadfast. Can you 
go nine months without touching your savings? After nine 
months your money will be a living entity, in its infancy, self-
sustainable. It must be nurtured into maturation for several 
more years before it’s fully capable of  making decisions and 
moves on its own.
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ENDeavors

deep in the 
depths 

of this city, 
there

lie atrocities 
unseen

Why is this woman still out here screaming 
and hollering about the same government con-
spiracies. About being enslaved by the gov-
ernment and being left for dead. About human 
experimentation and breeding slaves in se-
cret underground caverns? Doesn’t she re-
alize no one is listing or paying her any 
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We gave themlights, we gave them rightseven our very lives and this is how they do  us?!!

attention? I’ll give her one thing; she is dili-
gent and persistent even though her message is 
falling on deaf ears.
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they have usin slavery, they’restealing our or-gans, you peopleare idiots,don’t you realizewhat’s going on?!!
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What is this?!! A fool, a clown, someone actu-
ally paying attention to the crazy lady. How 
intriguing.
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Excuse me 
Ma’am, would you mind if I bought you lunch? I’m very interested in hearing more of what you have to 

say

REALLY?!!!

There is one born everyday
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“I conquered despair
all that matters is 
where I am
and where I’m headed
I can determine my
destination
I have choice”

-Creig Noble
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She’s rambling on and on about being part 
of the scheme and because of her morals and 
conscience, she could participate no more. 
But, soon she found out, there’s only one 
way out, death. She was buried of a desert 
and left for dead. Because of a miracle, she 
survived and is dedicated daily to expose 
the nefarious plot.
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I was left for 
dead.

for twenty years 

I was part of 

the wickedness.

please help me

expose 
this to the 

world

I’ll see what I can do
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Meanwhile, our protagonist is at his base 
meet8ng with a couple of his mysterious 
friends to discuss the situation. Accord-
ing to the woman, she was part of a spe-
cial government sanctioned breeding program 
where woman are allowed to breed with prison 
inmates in order to get pregnant. Because 
of the 13th amendment, the children born 
are slaves because their fathers are legal 
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slaves. The children are raised in secret un-
derground caverns where they live a life of 
servitude and harvested for their organs. The 
code name for their facilities are names such 
as made in china or some other foreign sound-
ing country but in reality their being farmed 
and housed right here in the US, spread out 
in the outskirts of many major metropolitan 
cities.
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this woman

claims there’s a 

secret slavery 

facility operating

under our nose

right in our own 

town I think we 

should do  some-

thing about it

I have the exact locationand the security 
details. apparently 

they’re completely off the radarthis should beeasy work
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Yeah
I’m readylet’s do it
tonight

you know howwe do I’m with it!
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interesting, maybe that’s the purpose of man,to cut the grass

the garden

of evil
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wickedness is like grass,it must be cutdaily

the garden

of evil
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This is it.We’re here
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there’s one guard outsideand one 
inside
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BAAAHHHHWAAHHHHYAAAHHHH
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RANG THE BELL!!

Yes daddy
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UUUHHHH!!!
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UUUHHHH!!!
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We should free the slavesand destroy this wreched place!

That would 

be too easy.

we must expose 

this to the world
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Our hero is about to deliver the one of the most 
important speeches of his life. A speech so sim-
ple yet powerful, which will inspire people whom 
never known freedom or civilization to grasp it 
at once and act. He will have to both motivate 
and empower in one instant. Failure and success 
could be the difference between life and death.
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Everybody
listen, the day 

you’ve been long-
ing for is at hand
freedom is here.
get out of here

NOW!!!
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they must have  set off a self-destruct mechanism
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NOOOOO!!!!
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